LITERACY:

ART/D.T:

GEOGRAPHY (TOPIC):

HISTORY (TOPIC):

Chronological reports: Inspired by our trip
to Kingswood and preparing for our class
assembly.

SEASIDE THEME:

MAP WORK: Where is Greece?

-Who were the Ancient Greeks?

Modern stories: Using Who Let the Gods
out as inspiration.

1.

(explaining how the empires grow, looking
at the chronology of the Greek timeline)

Drawing pen fish - drawing details carefully.

2.

-Ancient Greek democracy

Drawing shells in colour—
Looking at the artist Alfred
Wallis’ work.

Dialogue poetry.
STATUTORY WORD focus

(Looking at the political system and how it
worked in Ancient Greece, Comparing this
system with other political systems)
-Ancient Greek Olympics

Spellings & reading comprehension once a
week.

(Looking at how the Olympics have
changed over time but how some features
have remained the same. We will be learning from the past using sources including
art).

READING COMPREHENSION
twice a week.
*EXTRA REVISION sessions have
been timetabled in the run up to
SATs (Y6)

MATHS:
PLACE VALUE (negative numbers, Roman
numerals)

WHO LET THE GODS OUT?
(Ancient Greece)
NOVEL: Who let the Gods out? By Maz Evans

REASONING (multi-step problems)
FRACTIONS/DECIMALS/% (adding/
subtracting/multiplying/dividing/equivalences/
ordering)

ICT:

RE:

Spreadsheet work

4 OPERATIONS (re-capping methods and applying to reasoning tasks)

Internet research

CHRISTIAN VALUE FOCUS:
FORGVENESS

RATIO & PROPORTION (in terms of % and
finding the unknown)

Using Word for presentation
purposes

GEOMETRY (2D and 3D shape re-cap, angles)
MEASUREMENT (area and perimeter)
AGEBRA (number sequences)

STATISTICS (line graphs, bar charts and pie
charts)

*Tables test & mental maths once a week.
*EXTRA REVISION sessions have been

FRENCH:
‘All in a day’ topic
(telling the time, am/pm, 24hour clock, at the airport, school
day)

MUSIC:

P.E.
Edu-fit coaches teach once a week.
Miss Leftley once a week.
Swimming for a select few on a Tuesday
am (first half)

SCIENCE:

(Mrs Strudwick)

LIGHT TOPIC:

This half term, the focus is Motown.

-How we see

The class will be focusing on a song called -Reflecting light
‘Dancing in the street’ from the 1960s.
-Refraction
-Spectacular spectrum
-Seeing colours
-Shadow theatre

